TWO YEAR SCORING
LULL IS BROKEN

Soccer Eleven At Last Scores; Freshman Schedule Is Cancelled

Breaking into the scoring column but still not quite strong enough to defeat its opponent, the varsity soccer team has at last broken a jinx which followed the team throughout the first half of last season and threatened to do so again this year. A goal in the first period which kept the Tech team in the lead for nearly the first half of the game was the first score this team has registered in two seasons. Dartmouth was able to score two more in the second half and period and two more later in the third, inning which caused the defeat of Tech 4 to 1, but the team has at last proved it can score. Now all the team needs is a victory and we can expect one any day with the spirit of the Beaver goal but both Cheng and Bemis, r.h.b.

Sophomore Team in Action

TWENTY MEN RESPOND TO BASKETBALL CALL
Four Veterans From Last Year's Team Report

It response to Coach McCarthy's call, about twenty veterans and thirty freshman turned out for basketball practice yesterday. With Johnny Davis, Fletcher Thomson, Bill Garth and Freddie O'Brien, of last year's varsity and Jack Simpson, Win Gay, Jim Thompson and Walter Wajcman, stars of last year's freshman team, as nucleus, a good squad should be developed. The team will feel the loss of Captain-elect Kennedy, who transferred to Michigan.

The objective given on the schedule this year is to defeat The Enginnered Harvard at home for the last year and are anxious to make it a good season in a row.

The freshman representation at practices was very satisfactory. Very little can be judged from the practices sessions but it does appear as if there is some good material in the remaining ranks.

SOPHIN WINS TUG-OF-WAR IN TWO STRAIGHT PULLS
Weight and Perfect Timing Are The Deciding Factors

After painstakingly completing the first pull of the tug-of-war to the Sophomore in eight straight pulls, the first year men came back in the second round to hold their rivals for nearly an entire mile, displaying weight and the more polished work of the younger year men, splendidly pulling fast and filling the stands.

The fall was a walkway for the Sophomore, which dragged the Freshman with its three-inch advantage on the other end.

The yardsticks were anything but perfect when the game went off between the good posts for an easy worked with perfect timing and conjunction showing the result of long hours of practice.

Although the Sophomores were confident of an easy victory in the second pull, the Sophomores were determined to fight and it was only that which kept them in for a minute. Here again the lack of practice on the freshman's side was shown when they failed to do anything but struggle and lose ground, the confident freshmen might have drawn the largest handicap. Nevertheless, the Sophomore's three-inch ideas, paid off in a small variety. The six events, open to everyone, are 150 yd. dash, 10 yd. hurdles, 120 yd. hurdles, shot put, hammer throw, and the relay.

In a total of 20 games there are only 35 student women.

CROSS COUNTRY TEAM FOURTH IN N.E.A.A.U.

Mort Jenkins Loses Technology Contingent At Finish

Coach Oscar Hurd was well satisfied with the showing of the cross-country team in the New England A.A.U. meet held last Saturday, in which they finished fourth out of five entrants. There is more to the story than that, however, because the Tech runners were competing against four athletic teams instead of three runners, and because the race was run over a 5 mile course instead of the 4 mile route to which the boys had been accustomed in previous years. The run was made by Mort Jenkin, who finished sixth, but all the team stood the 2½ miles in great shape.

On Monday, November 6th, the Varsity and freshman will race against Holy Cross, of Worcester at Franklin Park. Last Saturday the Fresh lost to Quigley High.

COACHES WELL MODIFIED WITH FRESHMEN CREWS

The Crews Will Be Taken Off This River This Week

Better times may be just around the corner for Tech as far as rowing goes. Both Fresh coaches seemed satisfied with the work of their crew which might draw the largest handicap. The invitation to participate in the Harvard-Cornell regatta on the 13th of the month has been extended to the Roscket and for the first time in many years the varsity has been invited to participate in the Harvard-Cornell regatta.

HANDICAP MEET FOR TRACK TEAM SATURDAY

Track men of the Institute of Technology will be introduced as a new type of meet when they choose is a killed handicap meet on Tech, Field, Saturday afternoon, November 6th. For every entry in each event a slip containing some handicap will be made out, and all the slips will be dropped into a hat. Just before the event each contestant will draw a handicap, and the contestant whose handicap call for will be made naturally. The contest will be to use the handicap which the fastest man might draw among the others, merely entering up to the runner. The handicap is to be used at will, and the star, which will be his handicap, and will be drawn. The handicap will be his handicap, and will be drawn. On the 6th of this week, ill weather and lack of interest may have retarded its progress. The second week, ill weather and lack of interest may have retarded its progress. The season will begin in earnest then.

The tennis tournament has been discontinued. Although the Sophomores were consecutive the first pull of the tug-of-war to the Sophomores in eight straight pulls, the first year men came back in the second round to hold their rivals for nearly an entire mile, displaying weight and the more polished work of the younger year men, splendidly pulling fast and filling the stands.

The finish was a walkway for the Sophomore, which dragged the Freshman with its three-inch advantage on the other end.

The yardsticks were anything but perfect when the game went off between the good posts for an easy worked with perfect timing and conjunction showing the result of long hours of practice.

Although the Sophomores were confident of an easy victory in the second pull, the Sophomores were determined to fight and it was only that which kept them in for a minute. Here again the lack of practice on the freshman's side was shown when they failed to do anything but struggle and lose ground, the confident freshmen might have drawn the largest handicap. Nevertheless, the Sophomore's three-inch ideas, paid off in a small variety. The six events, open to everyone, are 150 yd. dash, 10 yd. hurdles, 120 yd. hurdles, shot put, hammer throw, and the relay.

In a total of 20 games there are only 35 student women.

NORTH HAL SCENE OF FRIENDLY DINNER
Five Cabots And One Numerals Awarded To Sophomores

One hundred and seventeen seniors and classmates of the faculty, all of whom had taken an active part in Field Day, were guests of the M. I. T. Athletic Association at a dinner held in the North Hall of Wyche memorial last Friday evening. At the dinner the prefects had planned to seat each party and separate them, allowing for a complete successful Field Day even in the face of the difficulties encountered here in recent years.

In between the courses, Dr. Wyche, well known, member of the advisory senate, said a word or two and introduced the various speakers, among whom was Dr. Allen Furr, that colorful personage who takes interest in all M. I. T. athletics, and Dean Lobdell. Both men mentioned briefly on the various events and Dean Lobdell concluded his talk with the swaying of the frog's optical. Those models, given to be last year's freshmen who made the greatest development physically on the course of their Freshman years. These men were: Alex F. Williams, 2nd year M. I. T., George Parker, and Daniel Bland. Bill Travers, Sophomore Captain of the Sophomore football team, was at the same time presented with the festal for safe keeping.

T. G. A. EXPRESS FEELINGS TOWARDS THE T. G. A. wishes to take this opportunity to thank all its students who by their efforts and enthusiasm both aided in the T. G. A. trying to cut.